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ROYAL FAMILY TOMORROW NIGHT IN AUDITORIUM

MACMEN DOWNEAT OLD NORMAL
BY ONE POINT

SECOND GAME LOST BY SINGLE POINT AS BLOOMINGTON
OVERCAME EARLY LEAD

Saturday night the Redbirds were avenged for the 27-21 defeat handed them by the Maroons on the Carbondale floor when they played host to the Maroons and defeated them 27-26 at Bloomington. The game was as close as the score indicated. It was a nip and tuck affair with the final nip going to Bloomington. The Maroons were ahead by one point due to Wilson's three-point basket in the last two minutes as the same red-headed guard who played such a good game here, tallied with a long basket to give the Redbirds the final lead.

The game was hard fought and there were many fouls; three boys were ousted for personal calls; White, who the Bloomington Pantagraph says, played a whole of a game, and Mose Moore and Caldwell, steady guard, were benched. Wilson was the big boy of the game with twelve points, four of which were free throws. The Maroons started sharp-shoot- ing earlier than they did here from Indiana University in a previous game. Two boys last week end and are anxious to try farewell with a win.

About the only thing we know about their opponents, Hanover College, is that they are not quits. They are standing eighth in conference which Terre Haute Normal is now leading. There is a back date where one must be good to even hold eighth in a conference of twenty schools. Southern State has never played them before.

Dr. Holt Gives New Light on Lincoln

Lincoln's Day was fittingly celebrated at S. I. U. by an address by Dr. Edgar A. Holt, head of the History department. Dr. Holt did not consider Lincoln as the "great emancipator," but as a man of the people. Lincoln was the right man to lead a nation and are standing eighth in conference which Terre Haute Normal is now leading. There is a back date where one must be good to even hold eighth in a conference of twenty schools. Southern State has never played them before.

NEW QUARTERS NOW OPEN TO DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

On Friday and Saturday, February 10th and 11th the chemistry department of the Illinois Teachers College moved from its cramped quarters in the old Science Building to the new Manual Arts and Chemistry Building. Although the changing of quarters to the other and the setting up of new equipment is not complete, it is nearly enough so that permit classes to be held in the new rooms.

The new laboratories are a source of much pride. They are the finest that money can buy, complete and thoroughly up-to-date in every respect. The workship is both ar-

For the first time in the history of the school four years of chemistry may be taken and the pupils wishing to do their pre-professional work here find the curriculum greatly en-

riched.

FUTURE Remote Control TV

Later there will be a formal opening of the department. This will consist of special chapel exercises, one feature of which will be a speech by Professor Reed of the University of Illinois. The opening exercises will be open for inspection.

At present the chemistry department in the normal school and the normal school chemistry departments in the United States.

Commerce Club Has Mock Trial

The S. I. N. U. Commerce Club, organized this school year for the first time, has done some excellent work in programs and in the various classes. The pupils have had an opportunity to see how business is done. The main trouble with business courses in general is that they are, to a large extent, theoretical. The Commerce Club here has successfully combated this obstacle by holding meetings once a week at which were discussed certain phases of business in such a manner as to be highly illuminating to the students. Prominent men have been brought into these weekly meetings. Recently a mock trial was staged by the organization. It was wholeheartedly human interest and at the same time it gave a definite idea of what trials are like and the operation of the courts of law. Pupils of the commercial department have an opportunity to get a lot of helpful training right here—training that will help them in the business that they get into after completing their academic studies.

Season's Schedule For Girls' Basketball Tournament

Below is a schedule of the girls' basketball tournament. At the time the Egyptian went to press the second

strut and fret to strut its

first big play

GIVES INTIMATE GLIMPSES OF BACK STAGE INTEREST OF THEATRE PEOPLE

TODAY Night Strut and Fret will strut its first big play, The Royal Family. The first act is at 9 o'clock—and then begins the interesting and fascinating story of a great family of the American stage—the Cavendishes, with which The Royal Family is the third and last in a series of three. First there is Fanny Cavendish (Marjorie Leach), a pretty youth in the play; then there is Tilly, the second daughter (Dorothy Brandes) who is the cruet of the family as a Broadway star. Tony, Fannie's son, (Lou Brown), having forsaken the stage for Hollywood, rushes home, only to fly to Europe to escape the attention of a Polish picture actress. Soon he is back again in New York, seeking refuge from a loveless Balkan princess. A granddaughter, Gwen, (Lena Leach, Jr.), just building into her ingenous roles, joins the family by her marriage of Henry, and it looks as if the stage, but only temporarily. Through it all, Fanny Cavendish is brave and courageous and strong. Though her children are idols to the public, she is working hard, with a little fire of the old lady's sass.

The play is entirely different from the usual type of comedies in many respects—chief of which is the serv-

School Tournament

The annual Teachers' College basketball tournament will be held at DeKalb from February 28 to March 1. The drawing for the first round gives the Maroons a bye. The DeKalb Teachers meet the Western Teachers of Macomb in the opener, and the Eastern Teachers from Charleston clash with Old Normal. The Macmen play the winner of the first contest.

Last year Old Normal won the tourney at Normal, and the previous year Macomb downed all the oppo-

nents to take the honors.

The tournament always furnishes plenty of action, as teachers college li-

Journal staff (John Mitchell) and a millionaire platinum

(Continued on Page Six)
Temporary Building Erected in 1884 to Meet Emergency

In spite of the great loss and paralyzing effect of a serious catastrophe as this fire, the friends of the school met the emergency and rallied to its support. On that very evening, November 24, 1883, a mass meeting was called and plans were made whereby the following day, Wednesday, was last, since Thursday was Thanksgiving Day. The school could not truly thank all that spirit of cooperation existed among the townspeople. By the following Monday a sufficient number of halls, offices, and classrooms had been erected to enable the school to resume its regular work.

Through the liberality of the citizens of Carbondale, the faculty, and others, a temporary building was constructed for use by the following February. This was to be the home of the institution until the next General Assembly, which would not meet until January 1884, should take action. If the school had disbanded, the chances for an appropriation would have been endangered, for normal schools in Illinois were not in as good standing as at the first state normal.

This temporary building was constructed in the form of a Greek cross, one story in height, the center hall being used for the assembly hall and study room and the arms for recreation rooms. It had many limitations and imperfections, but it served its purpose well, until the legislature made provision for rebuilding.

(To be continued.)

Garages for Rent Near Campus
Call 412-Y

AUSTIN'S CAFE
And Sandwich Shop
Extends a Special Invitation to Students, as we specialize in Sandwiches, Light Lunches and Good COFFEE

Buy Our Meal Books and Save $1.00 on $10.00
They are $4.50 for $5.00 Book

BARTH Theatre

The Sophomores defeated the freshmen in the final game of the Girls' intramural basketball tournament. The score was 8-6. The two teams were closely matched, and it was a fast game. The championship will go to one of these two teams and a tie game will be watched with much interest.

The Eagles played the high school yesterday. The game resulted in a victory for the Upperclassmen, 12-7. The line-ups are as follows:

Sub., G. McCutcheon.

High School: Monday, R. Center, L. Basden, Guards, L. Barrett, M. Keller, R. Center, L. McLean.
B. Center, E. Martin.
Sub., Y. Yost.

POETRY CLASS LISTENS IN ON EDMUN MARKHAM
A very interesting and as beneficial hour was spent by Dr. Kellogg's class in recent American poetry last Thursday afternoon. Instead of having the regular recitation, they all went to the house of Jeanette Evans to hear Edward Markham broadcast from their radio. Markham read his own poetry. Two of those poems which he read we all know well. They were, "The Man With the Hoe," and "Abraham Lincoln."

Forum Debating Club Plans to Win Trophy

The Debating Club of our school is running high at present. They are looking forward to a certain well-known debate that they staged every spring term. There are approximately twenty members, all of whom are Senior college students, in the organization, who have had much actual practice in debating. There is a certain cup, one cup which is the prize for the winner of the Paragon-Ill debate, and when the final ballot is cast, the Forum boys mean to be in possession of one more step toward the complete ownership of the much coveted trophy.

"Is that fellow you're looking at, one of your former husbands?"
"No, I think he's one of my children."

"Who's this Mackays fellow everyone used to sing about?"

"Surely you've heard the song. She's the Sweetheart of Big Mackay."

A woman may be outspoken, but not by a man.

C H I E F
Among the Rural Practice Schools

The fourth grade at Foreville was the first to obtain the standard of excellence, having read their lessons without a mistake.

The construction classes four and five at Foreville are making some paper covered vases.

The contest for the cleanest grade was won by the sixth grade of this school last week.

At the Bridge seventeen pupils have not been absent or tardy for the whole year. The second at 92 have not missed a day or a week in seventeen consecutive weeks, and two girls, Alma Jones and Ruth Elder, have not missed a word this year.

The Glade school pupils have been making flour and sail relief maps of Europe in geography.

The boys at Glade are proud of their new basketball goals; they practice nearly every play period.

The attendance and spelling pupils at Wagner school are on the increase. For the past few weeks there has been quite a lot of sickness in this district, but now all of the pupils are back in school, and the work is again normal.

The critic and boys at Pleasant Hill bailed nine loads of cinders and put them on the playground Saturday.

Pleasant Hill is planning a P. T. A. meeting Feb. 21st and the language classes will give a program.

Dist. Att. Spell Tot.
92 97 78 170
126 94 51 145
94 49 143
102 90 29 119
90 85 31 116
98 94 21 115
58 94 19 113

"How do you do?" I've heard so much about you."

"But you'll have a hard time proving it!"

Egyptian Leaders go Into Many Fields

During the past ten years the editors and business managers of the Egyptians have left S. I. N. U. to fill many varied positions. The following summary will show that their training here has helped to secure for them some of the best positions.

1920-1921
Guy N. McLain, editor, is Commandant of the Missouri Military Academy at Mexico, Mo.

1921-1922
Earl Y. Smith, editor, teaches in the high school at Herrin.

1922-1923
Ransom Sherratt, editor, teaches in the high school at Collinsville, Ill.

1923-1924
Leuter Buford, editor, is Superintendent of the Galatia schools, Galatia, Ill.

1924-1925
Russel Clemens, business manager, is attending law school at the University of Illinois.

1925-1926
Howard Walker, editor, is principal of the Carlyle high school.

1926-1927
Curt Smith, business manager, teaches in the Marion high school.

1927-1928
Ruth Lingle, editor, teaches in the Herrin high school, Herrin, Ill.

1928-1929
Troy Stewart, editor, is a member of the S. I. N. U. faculty.

1929-1930
Paul Robertson, editor, is secretary to the president of Herrin College at Herrin, South Dakota.

Announcement has been made of an essay contest, sponsored by the League of Nations. The first prize is a trip to Europe and second and third prizes are one hundred dollars and fifty dollars. The contest is limited to students in teachers' colleges and the subject is to disarmament and other connected objects in which the League is interested.

This space paid for by
BATSON'S BARBER SHOP

WHEN YOU THINK OF
DRUGS
THINK OF
HEWITT'S DRUG STORE

We have the goods—we give you the service—And we like to see you anyway
SPECIAL 1-LB. BOX CORDIAL CHOCOLATES—WASHINGTON DAY, 49c

That Spick and Span Sunday Look
Every day in the week without Bills and Bills for New Clothes

PEERLESS CLEANERS
“Our Cleaning and Dyeing Saves Buying
Phone 637. 205 W. Walnut

Try Our Malted Milks
UNITED CIGAR STORE
Johnson's Candy Fountain Service
Echoes and Re-echoes

From Our Campus

Elma Edwards is wearing a shamrock on her left lapel. Go on Elma. Carry it even to distant verbal ideas of the shamrock!

Reo Hahn repairs seats in the art room at the noon hour. Upon his visit we detect a visitor who has been in search of him. Now the reason why Reo is so an absentee at his seat is very, very evident — the room always contains a group of blushing, blushing damsones.

Elberta McGee says she spends nothing but a few minutes occasion. We wonder if those few minutes spent might be at the noon hour?

H. S. shucks, beware!
You are all being plotted against, and by no means a schemer. Less than
than a woman — a woman with all the wiles of Cleopatra. Not a day passes, R. M. and severely. We doubt if you and she are meeting but you are being plotted against, schemed against. Is this a fair way to treat a fellow who thinks he gets by with a,只要
just arrangement of the summer? We wonder if you have not been deceived because of that name of the brunt of the Nile.

Mike (of Anthony Hall fame) declares she — no less — has made anoth-
er shot of features, and he reports that you will soon be bruised and bleeding, only to follow others, and others, and others. Mike, have a brain.

Owen Taylor came running into chapel on Wednesday, May 8, declaring that he had been run over by Napoleon Bonaparte in a new high-powered classic. His attractions, that captivate First Counsel was so safely exiled, All of which goes to show how the little Emperor is.

Birdie Hoppe is wearing a very nice new dress. It reminds me that it is from Egypt.

Petie Edna Williams, too, has made a conquest that she dreams not of. Ah, Edna, Edna, please be careful, perhaps you cannot help it. But I will.

Exchange

The idea of Getting By

One of the most insidious doc-

tures ever turned loose among young people is that it is all right to get by with what you can. The fellow who thinks he can get by with it is usually fooled himself, but he can't feel his own future very much. Anyone can lie and cheat, if you please, but there are certain things that are designed so as to maintain the right atmosphere for a show of spirit. The intramural basketball tourney now going on has been most success-

eful in every way. My small part in the response is due to the various student leaders. Increased student activity explained increases student interest.

Support and Streit and Fret Play

Tomorrow evening Streit and Fret will present "The Royal Family." Enough has been said concerning the merits of the play and probably everyone who reads this has planned to attend. If you have not planned to do so, please reconsider. Not only will you receive full value for the price of admission, but you will be supporting a worthy organization. The Streit and Fret is the only dramatic club on the campus. For many years it has furnished the dramatic training for our students. This is an attempt to present a play of the caliber of "The Royal Family." The degree of success of the play tomorrow evening will determine whether or not such plays will be given another year. We have practically no school entertainment between Homecoming and the Society plays in the spring. Every student should be interested in changing such an undesirable situation. The best way to do so is to support the Streit and Fret play this year. Let's take action now to insure ourselves of a good entertainment for next February!
NORMAL BEATEN BY CHARLESTON IN CLOSE GAME

With only a few seconds to go and the Maroons leading by one point, Waseem, Charleston center, dribbled down the side of the floor, tossed a one-handed shot in the general direction of the basket and won the game for Charleston as the ball swished through the net. That was the third conference defeat for the Maroons in four games by a single point, and the Friday night defeat 29-28 was a carbon copy of the game on the local floor when the Maroons defeated the Charleston five 35-33.

Carbondale played an uphill battle throughout the game. Charleston jumped with the gun and mustered a nine-point lead before the Southerners made a basket. A Carbondale spurt wherein Hiller made two baskets and Wilson one, two, three in succession brought the score 16-14 in favor of the hosts at the end of the first period.

Just before the end of the second half the Charleston quintet had a seven-point lead and began stalling. Wilson cut loose with a cripple. Wright scored the Charleston fans with two long baskets and Lutz put the home team ahead with one point. Charleston by this time had quit stalling. The time was growing short when Waseem made his shot for a basket. Lutz’s attempt at a basket brought tears to the eyes of the Charleston fans; but after what seemed years of rolling around the hoop, the ball hopped back out of the basket, and the game was over immediately afterward.

TOUFRNY TEAMS STAGING MANY CLOSE GAMES

HOUSE OF ANDUSUS FURNISHES UPSET BY HANDING DUNBAR QUINTET FIRST DEFEAT

One of the big upsets of the intramural basketball tournament came Thursday night when the House of Andusus defeated the Dunbars in a fast game which was decided by one point, 12-11. The Freshman Group 4 was surprised and found much difficulty in turning back the Freshman Group 1, 10-7. The M. E. Diacono held in the race with two more victories and are runners-up to the Road Hogs, who hold second place. The Freshman Group 4, leading the tournament, won their Tuesday night game by the lip-licked score of 36-4, Freshman Group 2 being the victim.

Freshman Group 2 "can’t get ready” and has thus far succeeded in keeping its slate clean of victory. This team has lost eight successive games and is determined to win before the winding of the tournament. One of the best games of the week was the contest between the Fraternity and the M. E. Diacoon. The Fraternity lost the game in spite of the gallant work of Captain O. Henry whose efforts to keep his trouvers intact, gave him little time to play basketball. Alexander also played a good game for the Fraternity.

The Freshman Group 4, the Road Hogs, the House of Andusus, and the Methodist Diacoon won both games last week. The Dunbars, the Sophas, Teachers, one.

PURITAS: SANITARY NAPKINS

—have long ago proven their merits. They are completely absorbent — far more so than many similar products and meet every critical requirement. Puritas Sanitary Napkins are made and sponsored by Marshall Field & Co., and are packed one dozen in a blue box with a white circle. In addition to their marked superiority as a sanitary product they will cost you less — the price being only 35¢ per box ready wrapped.

JUST ASK FOR PURITAS
Sold in Carbondale by
The Herrin Supply Company
"The best place to shop for all.

FOR EIGHT YEARS

CLINE-VICK DRUG CO.

EVERYTHING AVE UP-TO-DATE DRUG STORE SHOULD HAVE. IF WE HAVEN’T GOT IT WE WILL GET IT FOR YOU

Whitman’s Candies
Mrs. Stover’s Candies
Shaeffer Fountain Pens
Eastman Kodaks
Elizabeth Arden Toilet Goods
Max Factor Toilet Goods
Mell O Rich Ice Cream

WE DOUBLE CHECK ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

PHONE 276

THE WORLD’S GREATEST CLOTHES VALUE
Authorized Royal Dealer for

THE ROYAL EAGLE

F. B. SPEAR
302 South Illinois Avenue, Carbondale, Illinois

HAVE YOU LOOKED OVER OUR

Star Dollar Books
IN THE SOUTH WINDOW. WE HAVE SOME GOOD TITLES

COLLEGE BOOK STORE

LINGERIE, FRESH AND NEW FOR NEW SPRING WARDROBES

The fastidious woman knows the value of correct lingerie as the foundation for a correct pose. She knows well the advantage in buying plentiful at the very start of the new fashion season.

JOHNSON’S, Inc.

For Good Eats go to

IMPERIAL CAFE
L. M. Atkinson, Owner and Manager

CHICKEN DINNER
At Grace Church, the block west and two north of Campus. ONLY 25 CENTS On Wednesdays—11:15 to 1 P. M.

SPONSER SERVICE STATION
Red Crown Gasoline, Polarine, Quaker State and Mobile Oil—Telephone No. 524
S. E. Cor. III. Ave. & Walnut St., Carbondale, Ill.

SETTLEMOIR SHOE HOSPITAL
ONE DOOR WEST OF DANIELS’ GROCERY
203 West Walnut Street
PHONE 563-X

THE EGYPTIAN
Among the Rural Practice Schools

The Parent Teachers’ Association of Bridge school met Friday afternoon with 18 present. Mr. B. Beamer was appointed chairman. The band of the Masonic Temple and Indian and Indian Talcs concerning the origin of the constellations.

The attendance at the Pawnee School has been very good the last few weeks. It was 100 per cent last week. A good many new names were given the mayor, and the Pawnee pupils have read an average of eighteen Rending Circle books.

Extraordinarily high out at the Gideon School last week when the roof caught fire from burning wood. Had not a passing farmer given the warning the damage would have been great but the flames were quickly extinguished.

Three new pupils were enrolled at the Bickers school last week. This brings the total enrollment to thirty. The director got a new pump for the basement which was needed very badly.

The attendance was good at all the schools last week. The grades at Pleasant Hill are having an automobile race contest to see which grade is quickest.

Miss Agnave, one of the critics, has been out of school on account of sickness.

Faculty News

Jose Shaft addressed the Moniteau County Institute at Sullivan, Ill., Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of last week.

Melos Cox, Barbour, Power, and Williams, went to St. Louis last Friday to see the Shakespearean play which was presented there last week.

The A. A. U. W. met last Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Mary Combs. Dr. Holt gave a lecture on “Political Parties.”

Last Friday night the Senior High School faculty gave a party for the high school students. The Junior high school students were present as well.

Mr. Bryant is expecting to have a “big game” in St. Louis next Saturday. At five o’clock Saturday morning he will leave here with the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, bound for a tour of industrial houses. Several other members of the faculty are planning to go along.

Mr. Frails is a proud grandfather.

Last week we saw him limping around and wondered what could be the trouble. Inquiry revealed the fact that he is in keeping with his new status as grandfather, he must have the rheumatism.

Y. M. C. A. CONTINUING STUDY OF GOSPELS

Last Tuesday evening in their regular meeting of the week the Y. M. C. A. continued their study of the Bible under the leadership of Professor Parish. The topic for the evening was “Harmonizing the Gospels.”

Next week the Book of John is to be the subject.

About twenty were present and part of the evening was spent in perfecting a plan for taking charge of the room which the Y. M. C. A. will control jointly under the charge of student members appointed for that purpose.

What instrument do you play in the new jazz orchestra?

I shoot the cannons.

Zetetts Discuss Vital Question

Enthusiasm is still running high in the Zetetic Society with new members still coming in. Although the number present remained smaller than at the previous meeting, several new faces were seen there.

The program, although being shorter than usual, was indeed a good one. Mr. Harold Bailey sang a solo and gave the audience such a thrill that they called him back for a second number.

The music for this number was the same that Misses Myrtle Miles and Florence Logan used later in a piano duet. They were played from a 1928 calendar sent to the Zetetic Society by the Pantographs Printing Co. The talk by Miss Jane Richardson and the book review by Miss Alberta Sprow told how the girls had put in much time preparing something worthwhile.

Last but not least Miss Margaret Wood and Mr. C. W. Holland debated—Resolved—That college readings should be abolished at S. I. N. U.

SALE OF FAMOUS BOSTONIAN SHOES FOR MEN

Formerly selling for $8, $9, $10

$5.00 AND $6.85

ALL SIZES AND WIDTHS

Patterson’s

AUSTIN’S CAFE AND SANDWICH SHOP

Extends a Special Invitation to Students, as we specialize in Sandwiches, Light Lunches and Good Coffee

Buy Our Meal Books and Save $1.00 on $10.00

They are $4.50 for $5.00 Book

Eat Your Next Meal With Us

208 South Illinois Avenue

Phone 87

CARTERVILLE DEFEATS U. HIGH IN SLOW GAME

University High’s basketball team turned in its poorest game of the season in losing to Carterville 21-9 last Thursday night in Normal gym. The local boys came out on the big floor on which they were playing their first game, and as a result their passing was off and their shooting even worse. Time after time, set-ups were missed which ordinarily would have been made easily. Carterville missed badly at times also but held together long enough to run up a convincing lead. The locals were making a lot of fouls, sixteen being called on the Maroons by the carders, while the visitors incurred only eight. Springer and Grover both went out on personals, and Tomlinson and Rich had three apiece. U. High’s reserve strength is so slim that the loss of even one regular team up the team. Coach Harris feels that the experience was good for the team because the Johnston City floor on which the locals are to play in the district tournament is even larger than the Normal floor.

This week the boys meet their toughest conference opponents here. Elkville and Du Quoin who stand first and second in the conference are both played. Elkville last night and Du Quoin comes on Friday night. The Elkville game was played on the old floor and the Du Quoin game will be on the new floor.

The score: 17-18

Carterville (21) B F P

History, F. 2 2 2

Wynn, F. 1 1 1

Howe, F. 1 1 1

Rovers, F. 1 1 1

Toller, C. 0 0 0

Rich, G. 1 1 1

Grover, G. 0 0 0

Wolfenbarger, G. 1 1 1

Tippett, G. 0 0 0

Deference — Di Giovanni, Umpire, Halter, Umpire

Doctor (skipping his stethoscope on his patient’s chest): Ah-ha.

He: What’s the matter? Didn’t you like the program?

BARTH Theatre

Wednesday and Thursday February 12 and 13 WILL ROGERS IN THEY Had to See Paris Friday, February 14 Battle of Paris Saturday, February 15 Thirteen Chair Wednesday, February 15 DUNCAN SISTERS IN It’s a Great Life

FORUM MEMBERS SPEAK ON HAITI QUESTION

The Forum held its regular meeting last Monday evening in the Zetetic hall.

The time was spent in giving extemporaneous speeches on the question, Resolved, That armed intervention on the part of the United States in Haiti should cease. This is the question selected to be debated upon in the open debate. The Forum is to choose its team for this debate soon.

The meeting, however, was adjourned so that members of the club could attend a basketball game between the Forum and 810 S. Normal.

Next week the club is to have a series of prepared short talks on the same question.

Don’t Forget Her

Be Sure and Give Her a Valentine

We have the GIBSON LINE OF VALENTINES

(For the Gift Shop)

Also Whitman’s Chocolates in heart shaped boxes

$1.50, $2.00 and $3.00

Call 276

CLINE VICK DRUG STORE